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Abst ract - -We give a solution to a problem posed by Totik at the 1992 Texas conference con- 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Recently two independent proofs of a strong converse inequal ity (of type A, according to the 
classif ication of Ditz ian and Ivanov [1]) were given for the classical Bernstein operator  Bn by 
Knoop and Zhou [2] 1 and by Totik [3] 2. As is well known, these operators are defined by 
k=O 
where the fundamental  functions are given by 
n~ pn,k(x) = xk(1 -- x) n-k, 
k!(n k)~ 
f EC[0,1] ,  xE  [0,1], 
0<k<n.  
For convenience, we shall suppose pn,k(x) = 0 in case k < 0 or k > n. The three authors 
ment ioned showed that  for some constant C > 0 independent of f and n one has 
Vf e C[0, 1]. (1.1) 
Here w~(f , t )~ denotes the second order modulus of smoothness with weight function ~(x)  : 
(x(1 -x ) )  1/2 (see [4] for details). Moreover, all quantit ies ubscribed by ~c are taken with respect 
to the uniform norm in C[0, 1]. 
*The main result was presented at the Second International Conference in Functional Analysis and Approximation 
Theory held in Acquafredda di Maratea, Italy, September 14-19, 1992. 
1The first part of this paper will be published in Constr. Approx. The second part is published in Results in 
Mathematics, 25 (1994), 300-315. 
21n fact, in [3] only the strong converse inequality for Sz~isz-Mirakjan operator was proved. 
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There is one particular modification of the Bernstein operator for the approximation of Lp 
functions, 1 < p _< co, (for p = c~, we will always consider C[0, 1] instead of Loo[0, 1]) which has 
been attracting special interest in the past. This is given by the Kantorovich operators Kn which 
are obtained if one replaces f(k/n) in the definition of Bernstein operators by 
(n + 1) f(k+l)/(,~+l) f(t) dt. 
Jk/n+l 
The operators obtained in this way are thus 
Kn(f,x ) (n + 1) ~ :(k'-Fl)/(n-Fl) = f(t) dtpn,k(x). 
k=0 3k/(n+l) 
It is a natural question to ask if there is a strong converse inequality (of type A) for Kantorovich 
operators as well, and what it should look like. In his survey paper [5] for the 1992 Texas 
conference proceedings, Totik asked if it were possible to have 
w 2 ( f ,n -1/2) p <_ C[[f-  Knf[]p. (1.2) 
Obviously, to have an upper estimate like (1.1) is impossible as the simple example f(x) = x, 
with w~(f, n-1/2)p = 0, but [If - Knf[[p ~ n -1, shows. However, the problem is that for some p 
even the relation (1.2) is not valid. In fact, for p = 1 and f -- lnx one has w2(f,t)l > Ct2[lnt[. 
But (see [6]) [ I f -  Knf[[1 <_ Cn -1. 
However, it is not the point to focus on some special modulus, but to give a full analogy of (1.1), 
i.e., to find a functional which is equivalent to [[f - Knf[[p. It is the aim of our present note 
to find such an analogy. In order to formulate the main result of this paper, we will need the 
following conventions. 
The symbol P(D) will denote the differential operator given by 
P(D)f := (qo2f') ' , Vf • C2[0, 11. 
We define the functional K(f, t)p for f • Lp[O, 1], 1 < p < oc, as below: 
g( f ,  t)p := inf { [If -gl lp + t2llP(D)g[[p: g • C2[0, 1]}. 
Using this functional, we shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. There exists an absolute positive constant C such that for all f • Lp[0, 1], 
1 _< p _< oc, there holds 
C - 'K  (f,n-U2)p <_ Hf - Knfllp <_ CK (f,n-i/2)p. (1.3) 
In order to characterize the K-functional used in Theorem 1.1, we also show the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1 2. We have 
K(f,t)p ~w2(f,t)p+t2Eo(f)v, 1 <p< oo, 
and 
K(f,t)c~ 2 t)~ ~,~ (f, + ~(f ,  t2)~. 
Here w(f, t)v is the classical modulus and Eo(f)p denotes the best approximation constant of f 
defined by 
Eo(f)v = inf ][f - c[[v. 
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REMARK 1.3. We note that one cannot drop the term t2Eo(f)p on the right-hand side of the 
relations of Theorem 1.2 in case 1 < p < oo, and a term w(f, t2)oo for p = oo. Moreover, one 
cannot replace cv(f, t2)oo in the second relation of Theorem 1.2 by t2E0(f)oo. For, otherwise 
we would get that w~(f,t)oo = O(t 2) implies f E Lip I. However, this is not the case as for 
f(x) = xlnx, w2(f,t)oo = O(t2), but w(f, t2)~ ~ O(t2). Of course, we can replace t2Eo(f)~ in 
the first relation of Theorem 1.2 by w(f, t2)~. Thus, one may reformulate Theorem 1.2 as 
1 <p<_ 
2. UPPER EST IMATION 
Throughout his paper, we shall denote by C absolute positive constants and by Ca,~ constants 
depending on a and ft. These constants may be different on each occurrence. As usual, by l-Ira we 
denote the set of algebraic polynomials of degree < m. In this section, we will give some upper 
estimates for the operator Ks and some inequalities concerning polynomials. Our first result is 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 1 < p < ~. Then for g E C6[0, 1] one has 
Kng 2(n+l) l  P(D)g p -g <_Cn-2 {ll~4g(4)iip+llg"llp+llgllp}, (2.1) 
cp(Kng-g 2(n+1)1 P(D)g)' p<Cn -2_  {llcp5g(5)Np+llgHp}. (2.2) 
PROOF. Following (3.7) of [6], we have (2.1) for all g c II[4~- ]. In general, let Pi c Hi be the 
polynomial of best approximation of g. Then (see [4, p. 79]) 
E,(g)p -- IIg - P~IIp <- ~C.~ll~g(J)llp, i > j. (2.3) 
Thus, for j = 4 writing g - P[4"a] as an infinite telescoping sum of terms of the form P2qf-a] - 
P2,-~[4-a] and using Bernstein's inequality for each term, we obtain by (2.3) 
liP(D) (g- Pt, ) lip -< cIl~4g(4)llp. (2.4) 
Therefore, if we write g = (g-P[4-~-])+P[v,-a], by (2.3) and (2.4) we see that in order to verify (2.1) 
it is enough to show 
~oap (4) [4"a] p -< CIIq°4g(4)llp (2.5) 
and 
The estimate of (2.5) follows directly from the following inequality (see [4, p. 84]): 
~p4p(4)v~ Ip_< Cn2w 4 (g,n-1/2)p<_ C q04g(4) p . 
To prove (2.6), we notice that 
p(~v~.] _ n2 A 2/nPiv_a ] p< C P(~'-a] p" 
On the other hand, one may write PId-a] as a sum of terms of the form P2, - P2,-~ with 2 ~ _< 
and then use (2.3) and Markov's inequality to get 
P[~r~ p <_ C (n ~f149(4)pq-Hg'lp)" 
Combining these two inequalities with (2.3) we deduce (2.6). 
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To verify (2.2), we first consider g 6 Hm,m < v/-n. Thus, it follows from Taylor's formula that 
5 (t S ) ,  
g(t) = E g(J)(x) + R6(g,t,x) 
5=0 
and 
5 g(J)(x) 
Kn(g ,x ) -g (x ) -  E j----~. Kn( ( ' -x ) J ,x )=Kn(Rs(g , ' ,x ) ,x ) .  (2.7) 
j= l  
Now, as the left-hand side of (2.7) is a polynomial of degree _< m, so is the right-hand side. Hence 
we can use Bernstein's inequality for the interval [0, 1] to obtain the first inequality below and 
then using the estimates of [4, p. 134] we arrive at 
II~(K~(ns(g, ,,x),x))'llp ~ Cmll(Kn(R6(g, ",x),x)llp 
< Cmn-a (ll~Sg(6)llp + Ilgllp) 
<- Cm2n-3 (ll~5g(5)llp + Ilgllp), 
where in the last step we have again used the Bernstein inequality. Using (2.7) and the last 
estimate, we deduce 
~(~g-g  )1 2(n + 1) - j----([--. Kn((" - x) j, x) + j=3 P 
+ Cn-2 (11~ ((~4)"g") ' 11, + 11~Sg(5)llp + Ilgllp) • (2.8) 
To complete the proof, we also need the following estimate, the proof of which can be carried out 
by using a Hardy-type inequality (see e.g., [4, p. 135]): for i = 1, 2, 
qo5-2i f (5-i) p < C qo5f (5) p -1- Ilfllp. 
Using this inequality and the estimate of Kn((" - t)J,x) (see [4, p. 139]), one may get (2.2) 
from (2.8) for g E Hm, m _< v ~.  Just using the approach in proving (2.1), we get (2.2) for all 
g E C6[0, 1]. | 
The following upper estimate is due to Berens and Xu (see [7]). 
THEOREM 2.2. For g C C2[0, 1] 
Ilg - K~gllp ~ _C IIP(D)gllp 
n 
(2.9) 
with l <_ p <_ oc. 
To prove some further inequalities, we need also the so-called Bernstein-Durrmeyer opera- 
tor Mn, which is defined if one replaces f(k/n) in the definition of Bn by 
f0 
1 
(n + 1) f(t)pn,k(t) dt. 
This operator has many interesting properties. We collect some of them below (for details see, 
e.g., [7-9]): for f e Lp[O, 1] and g e C2[0, 1], we have 
P(D)Mng -- MnP(D)g, P(D)Mnf = n(n + 1)(Mn-lf - Mnf), 
and 
Using these estimates, we deduce 
Thus, 
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 4(Mj) ¢4) < Cn Uli , 
IIg - M,~glip <_ _C IIP(D)gllp. 
n 
n qz 4 (MkP(D)g) (4) 
~4 (Mng)(4) = _ E 
k=2 k(k + 1) 
¢p4(Mng)(4) p ~_ CnllP(D)glip, Vg • C2[0,1]. 
The last inequality can be used to prove the following useful assertion. 
LEMMA 2.3. 
PROOF. 
For g • C2[0, 1], one has 
En(g)p <_ Cn-2En(P(D)g)p, 
It is enough to prove 
l<p<~.  
E,(g)p < Cn-211P(D)gllp. 
In fact, if this holds, one may replace g by g - P with P E Hn. Thus 
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(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
inf 
PEH. 
HP(D)g - PIIp = I IP(D)g - P*IIp. 
fo P*) dx laol = (P(D)g - <- IIP(D)g - P*Np. 
Hence we can replace P(D)P in (2.14) by P and C by 2C. In this way we get (2.12). 
It remains to prove (2.13). Due to (2.3), we get by (2.10) and (2.11), 
C ~4(Mmg)(4) p E,(g)p <_ En(g - Mmg)p + -~ 
C Cm 
< -- liP(D)g[[p + [[P(D)g[Ip. 
-m 
Choosing m = n 2 we deduce (2.13) from the above. | 
For future purposes, we also need the Bernstein-type inequalities for Bernstein-Kantorovich 
polynomials. 
P* = E akPk = aoPo + P(D) akA-~lPk 
k=O k=l 
=: aoPo + P(D)P. 
By orthogonality, we have 
Suppose 
On the other hand, the eigenfunctions of P(D) are the Legendre polynomials defined on [0, 1]. 
More clearly, let Pk E Hk be the Legendre polynomial, then P(D)Pk = AkPk with A0 = 0, Ak # 0 
p n if k ~ 0. As every polynomial P* E Hn can be written as a linear combination of { k}k=o, we 
have 
E,~(g)~ <_ Cn -2 inf I IP(D)g- P(D)PIIp. (2.14) 
PEYI~ 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let 1 < p <_ c~ and ] be a polynomial. Then 
qoj(Knf)(j+i) p < Cj,~n((V+~)/2)+~ gp-,+~f(3-v+~-~.) p' 
whereO<v,u<_j, O<v--u<_j ,  andO< T<i ;  
(2.15) 
qo4(Knf) (4) p <_ Cnl/211~(P(D)f)'II p, (2.16) 
qo5(Knf) (5) p <_ Cnl/211p2(D)fllp, (2.17) 
~3(Knf)(3) p <_ Cnl/211p(D)fllp. (2.18) 
PROOF. (2.15) can be found in [4, p. 125 and 156] if j is an even number and u = i = 0. For 
other cases the proof is analogous. 
To prove (2.16) we notice: if Pi c Hi is the best polynomial approximation of f ,  then using 
the linearity of Kn, (2.12) and (2.3) for any m we get 
~o4(Knf)(4) p ~ C (n2m-3H~(P(D)f)',,p + ~04P(m4)p). 
Representing Pm as a sum of terms of the form P2~ - P2,+1 and using Bernstein's inequality, 
Lemma 2.3 and (2.3), we get for the last term 
~4p~) p <_ Cmll~(p(D)f),llp. 
Choosing m = [v/n-I, (2.16) follows. 
(2.17) and (2.18) can be proved in a similar fashion. | 
REMARK 2.5. The reader may find out that in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4 the conditions on g and f are 
too strong. Of course, we can weaken them in some sense. However, this is not necessary, since 
later we will replace them by their Bernstein-Kantorovich polynomials. On the other hand, such 
restriction makes the results neater. In the next section, we will also often use such consideration. 
3. EST IMATES FOR THE ITERATES K N 
The results in this section play a centre role in proving the lower estimation of Theorem 1.1. 
Some lemmas (Lemmas 3.3, 3.4 and 3.6) have the same form as in [2]. But, since now the 
situation is somewhat more complicated, we have to prove them in this paper again. The proofs 
of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 are given completely. We omit the proof of Lemma 3.6, because it can be 
carried out almost word for word as in [2]. 
In the next section, we will prove a theorem for the iterates of Kn (see Theorem 3.1). This result 
is in fact the key step in order to get the lower estimate for Bernstein-Kantorovich operators. It 
shows that these operators behave similarly as a semi-group operator in the sense that the N th 
iteration of a Bernstein-Kantorovich operator of degree n has similar properties as the same 
operator with degree n/N. This property will be understood better after seeing Lemma 3.5. 
As usual, we write K° f  = f, K~f  = K~(g~-af), i = 1,2, . . . .  For the iterates K g we prove 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. For 1 <_ p < c~,2 < N < Cn and f E IIn, one has 
Cn 
I[p2(D)gnN f[[p < ~ [[P(D)f[[p + CNOn,p(f); (3.1) 
( lnN '~ 3 
~o2(KNf) (4) p < C \~]  n2]]f'llp; (3.2) 
(Kgf )  (i) p <<C\v~j(lnY~-ln~-lllf'Hp, i = 2,3,4. (3.3) 
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Here 
1 { qo2f(4) p 1 f(4) p 1 } 
¢n"( f )  := n + -n + -n [If'lip • 
The main aim of this section is to prove two iterate inequalities (see Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4), 
which will be needed in order to verify Theorem 3.1. We begin with the following computational 
result. 
LEMMA 3.2. The following five inequalities hold: 
e t3+1 dta dr2 dt3 <_ 1.15; 
}o}o}o (1 + tl + t2 + t3) 2 e l+q+t2 dtl dt2 dt3 <_ ~; 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
/:/o I ( 1 (1 + tl + t2) 2 1 -- e l+tl e l+tl dtldt2 _< 2; (3.6) 
f l  f l  j+t l  t~ 1 
J0]0 (j + tl + t2)  2 eJ+tx dtl dt2 <-3+" 1' J - > 2; (3.7) 
f i l l  1 t~ 1 
JoJo - -e J  +tl dtl dt2 < -:, j > 1. (3.8) j+t l  - 3 - 
Moreover, let 0 < a _< 1 and Go(t) = t, Gk(t) = 1 -e-~a~-x(t);  k = 1,2, . . . .  Then, t'or 
0 _ It _< v -  1 and b >_ 0, we have 
~o 1 t"a~(t )  e_bCN(t) ln(N + 1) 
t ~ dt < _ C, bu+l ' (3.9) 
where C~ depends only on u. 
PROOF. The first three inequalities can be verified directly. Of course, they can also be proved 
using the method of proving (3.7) and (3.8). Next we verify (3.7). Using Taylor's formula 
e2 2 
eJ+tl <-- E i!(j + tl) i + (3.10) i=0 3(j + tl) 3 
and 
OO 
j+t l  _ i ]' 
(j -[- tl  + t2) 2 j -I- t l  i=O \ j - -~ l , ]  ' (3.11) 
we deduce that the integral on the left side of (3.7) with respect o t2 is smaller than 
1 1 2 5 - -+  - -+  
1 + x 3x 2 5x 3 6x3(1 + x) 
with x = j + tl. To see this, we notice that after integrating with respect o t2 we obtain 
( i+1)  {1  1 1 1 } 
i=0 (-1)i (j + tl)i+l ~ + (i + 3)(j + tl) + 2(i + 5)(j + tx) 2 -4- 3(i -4- 7)(j + tl) 3 " 
We consider this as four sums. Then the first one is 1/(1 + x), the first term of the second sum 
is 1/3x 2. Adding the rest of the second sum to the third one, then the first term of the obtained 
sum is -2 /5x  3. Again adding the rest to the fourth sum, this is smaller than 5/6x3(1 + x). 
Therefore, to prove (3.7), it is enough to show, with x = j + t, that 
1 1 +3x  2 5x 3 -+6x3( l+x)  dr< ~j+l" 
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Indeed, for j = 2, 3 the integral is 0.332549..., 0.245791..., respectively. If j > 4, then, since 
~01 dt  ln(1 1 )  
l+x  j+2 
1 1 1 x---,°° 1 _< 
j q-~ + 2(j + 2) "--------~ ÷ 3 ~.= (j + 2) i+1' 
fo l (  1 2 ) 1 fo l~x  4 2 3x 2 5~ 3 dr<_ 2( j+2)  - - - - -~  and dr< 3( j+2)  3, 
the integral is less than 
(j + 2),÷1 - J -I 
To prove (3.8), we use (3.10) to obtain for the case j > 2 
f0 1 f l  1 t] j + 1 1 2j + 1 3j 2 + 3j + 1 eJ+tl dtldt2<ln . + - -  + + lo j + tl - 2 3j(j + 1) 20j2(j + 1) 2 63j3(j + 1) 3. 
Thus direct calculation shows that the right-hand side of the above is not larger than 1/j. 
For j = 1 we use (3.10) with e/6 in place of 1/3. 
It remains to verify (3.9). We consider the function GN. It is clear that GN(t) ~_ 0 if 0 < t < 1 
and by induction one gets GN(t) ~ aNt, 0 < t < 1. On the other hand, by the definition, 
N 
1-[ 
k=l 
Thus, G~v(0 ) = a N, [G~(0)] <_ Na N and G~(t) >_ O, which implies 
~N (t-- Nt2)  ~ GN(t) ~_aNt, 0<t<l .  (3.12) 
Next we divide [0,1] into [0, 2/3N] and [2/3N, 1]. The integral in (3.9) can be written as 
{ ~02/3N ~21} tt~G~N(t) + t V e -bGN(t) dt := I1 +/2. 
/3N 
Using (3.12), we deduce 
f 2/ZN 2b N~ C li ~_ a Nv t~e -Ea ~ dt < b.+---- Y.
JO 
To estimate/2, we notice that, as # < u - i, one has by (3.12), 
t~G~(t) e-bGN(t) < 
t ~ - b~+lt" 
Hence 
/2 <_ C ln(N + 1) 
b~+l 
The estimates of I1 and I2 imply (3.9). 
Throughout this paper, we will use the notation: pn,0,k(x) = pn,k(x) and 
f l / (n÷l)  f l / (n÷l )  
Pnj,k(x) = (n + 1) j --. pn-j+t,k(x + tl + ' "  + tj)dtl ... dtj. 
JO JO 
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We will also use the following associated operator: 
n- j+ l (k )  
Ln, j f := E f ~ Pn,j,k 
k=0 
and its iterations L N. We will denote by Ln j the operator in which Pn,j,k is replaced by Pn-j,k. 
rL ,3  • 
It is clear that for some ~n,j with Ic~n,j - 11 < Cjn -1 and the Steklov function 
1/(n+l) 
f~(x) :=(n + 1) j ... f (x  + tl + . . .  + t j)dtl  . . .dt j ,  JO JO (3.13) 
one has 
f(j-1) (( ) or n,,Jn = c~n,j (( ) , Ln,j = OLn, j Knf)  (j-l) L .f(j-1) Bn+IF)(j
n n 
where Bn is the Bernstein operator and F t = f.  
Let now n--j+l 
k=o 
We have the first iterate inequality as follows. 
LEMMA 3.3. For j > 1, v = O, 1, 2, . . . ,  j and 2 < N <_ Cn, 
(3.14) 
- -  g-1 min {~o-2V(x),nV} lnN. Lmj (Ln, j ~ ,  x) < Cj 
PROOF. It is enough to verify this inequality for qo-2V(x) in place of min{qo-2V(z),n~}, since 
~v(x) <_ Cvn ~. For v = 0 the inequality is trivial. We assume in the following that v _> 1. 
Denote by ~bv,1 and ¢v,2 the function defined by (3.14) with ~-2~(x) being replaced by x -v and 
(1 - x) -v, respectively. We have Cv < 2v(¢.,1 + ¢,,2). Furthermore, with y = 1 - x - j / (n  + 1) 
one gets easily pmj,k(x) = Pn,j,n-j+l-k(Y) and ~v,2(x) _< ~b,,l(y). In this way, we deduce 
- L g x )  -Ln,j g (Ln,j~bv,l,1 x).  Ln,j ( ,dCv,2, _< 
Hence, in order to verify the assertion of this lemma, it is enough to prove it for ¢v,1 instead 
of Cv. 
To this end, we observe that, by using the binomial formula, we have 
n-j+1 
k=O 
~kpn,j,k(X) 
fl/n+l fl/n+l 
= (n + 1) j . . .  (1 - (x + tl + . . .  +t j ) (1 - rl)) '~- j+ldt l . . .  dtj. 
JO JO 
(3.15) 
Making use of the inequality 1+ a _< e a, one deduces from (3.15) 
k---0 
(3.16) 
On the other hand, as 
(1) /01 /01 - - - -  . . .  q.k dr  
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with r k = (rl ' "  Tv) k and dr  = dT1.., dTv, we have by (3.16) 
( n+l  ) J fo l  fo e-(n-j+l)x(l-~-) l -e -  '~+1 'l-~" _< + 2) v 1 "" T -7  a,-. 
The benefit of this estimate is that instead of estimating Lnj  (g2v,1, x) one needs only to do this for 
Lnj (e  -(n-j+l)O-r)',  x). The latter is easy to deal with if we use (3.16) for e-(n-J+~)(~-")/('~+~) 
instead of 7. Setting Ho(t) = 1 - t ,  Hi(t) = 1 -e  -(n-j+l)/(n+DH~-l(t), i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  the above 
inequality can be rewritten as 
(n+l ) j~ l  fole_(n_j+l)xgo(~.)(Hl(T)~J 
¢~' l (z ) -<(n+2)v  n - - j+ l  ""  \Ho(T) ]  dT. (3.17) 
In this way, we get recursively 
( )NJ ~01 ~ 1H~(T) 
-E,~,j (Ln, jN-l~bv,x,x) ~ (n_[_ 2)v n - - j  + + 1 ... H~o(T) e_(n_j+l)HN(.r)x d,.r. 
Therefore, in order to complete the proof, it is sufficient o show that for 
F(u) := HJN. (u) e -(n-j+l)HN(u)x, (3.18) 
Ug(u) 
one has 
I :  . . . .  F ( r )  dr  < ln(N + 1). (3.19) 
We consider the function F in more detail. Since yJe -by <_ Cjb -k if 0 < k < j and y E [0, 1] 
and since 0 < Hg(u) _< 1 if 0 < u < 1 we have that for u _< 1/2, F(u) <_ C(nx) -~. Moreover, 
v = T1 "'" Tv <_ 1/2 if at least one of the Ti is smaller than 1/2. Thus, we need only to prove (3.19) 
over the domain of integration [1/2, 1] x . . .  x [1/2, 1]. Noticing r = T1...Tv, the last integral can 
be rewritten as 
jr11 1 jfr "rl 1 . . . . . . . .  ~v-1 F(Tv)dTv dTi. 
/2 T1 1/2 7"2 -1/2 
1/2 in the above integral, then T,+I _< 1/2, thus T. < 1/2 and 
fl ~, ~-1 (nx)'C 
I _< 2v-1 J/1/2 /2" /2 F(rv) dr, • dT1 + 
2 v-1 jr11 C 
- (v-- l )!  /2 (1 - u)V-lF(u) du + (nx) v . 
Finally, the last integral is 
jfl 1 f l /2  H~v( 1 -u )  (1 - u)V-lF(u) du = uj_v+l e - (n - j+ l )HN(1-u)x  du. 
/2 Jo 
To calculate this integral, we use (3.9) with GN(t) = HN(1 -- t), ct = (n -- j + 1)/(n + 1) and 
b = (n -  j + 1) x to obtain 
f01/2 g]v(1 - u) InN uj_v+l e -(n-j+l)HN(x-u)x du < C 3 (nx) v . 
The proof is complete. | 
Noticing further that if ~-i _< 
F(T,) <_ C(nx)-".  Therefore, 
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The second iterate inequality is as follows. 
LEMMA 3.4. For 1 < v < 4 and 0 <_ j <_ n - v there exists a positive constant Cv such that 
n-v pn,v+l,k 2 ( j / (n  + 1))  
E (k + X) (n - - -v -~T- - -k -~,k~/ (n  + 1)) 
k=0 
1 + Cv n-1 < 
(j + 1 ) (n -  v + 1 - j )"  
PROOF. In [2] (see Lemma 3.2 there) the ease v = 2 was proved. The proof for other cases is 
essentially the same. However, as now the situation is more complex, the assertion cannot be 
deduced from our earlier result. 
Denote the term of this sum as Ik,,. We begin with the case j = 0. A routine calculation 
shows that  for all 0 < u < (v - 1) / (n + 1) 
[U(n+l )  n + l ( 1 ) 
(n + 1) Pn-v+l k(t + U) dt > Pn-v+l,k + U (3.20) 
J0 ' -- k+ l  ~ " 
Using this estimate, Cauchy's inequality yields 
(n+ 1) v+2 f l / (n+l )  . . .  f l / (n+l )  (n_  V)AkBn_ ,_k  dtl . . .  dtv+l (-- Jk,v), 
Ik,v<_ (n+l -v )  2 JO Jo k 
where 
A= ( t l+t2+. . '+tv+l )  2 and B= (1 - t1 - t2  . . . . .  tv+l) 2 
t I -]-''" tv_ 1 n l- 1/(n + 1) 1 -- tl . . . . .  tv-1 -- 1/ (n + 1)" 
We then replace Ik,v by Jk,v for k _> 2. Using the binomial formula, we get after omitt ing the 
term Io,v - Jo,v, 
n-vE Ik,v <_ (n~'l-_~-~2(n + 1)'+2 J0f'/(n+l) ... JOfl/(n+l)(A + B)n - "  d t l ' "d t~+l  + (II'v - J l " )"  (3.21) 
k=0 
To est imate this integral, we use the inequality 
(1 -x  ~)e x _< l+x<e x. (3.22) 
Thus, for u~ = (n + 1)ti, i = 1 . . . .  , v + 1, 
(A + B) n-"  <_ 1 + e u~+'''+uv-,+l. 
Therefore, by (3.4) and this inequality, the first term on the right-hand of (3.21) is less than 
1.15(1+C/n) (n -v+1)  -1 i f2 < v < 4. I fv  = 1, then this term is less than 1.5( l+C/n) (n -v+l )  -1 
as computat ion shows. 
To est imate the second term of (3.21), we use again (3.22) to obtain 
Ii,v < l +C/n  (v+ l)_______~ 2 ( l _e_ l )v+l ( l _2e_ l )  
- n-v+1 2v 
and 
J1,. >_ 
e2Ul q_...q_2u~,+ 1 1 - C /n  (UI "~-' '"  Jr- Uv+l)  2 × 
n-  v + 1 Ul + .." + uv-1 + 1 e-U1 . . . . .  ~,,_~-1 dUl ... duv+l 
> (1 -  C/n) e / e 2~+'''+2~÷~ 
n - v + 1 (Ul + . . .  + u , -1  + 2u, + 2Uv+l - 1) e TM . . . . .  u,,_----------------~ dul ""  duv+l 
[0,1]~+ 1 
(1 - C/n)  e 
- -  ~(-~-_.2- V '~' - i -  ) (1 -- e -2 )  (1 -- e- l )  v 1 ((72 -- 1) (1 + e -1) (1 - 2e -1) + 2 - 5e -2) .  
C$~4rdA 30:316=I 
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We obtain from these two estimates that,  for 2 < v < 4, 
1 + Gin  (1 - e - l )  4 
Ii,,, - Jl,v < x 
n-v+l  4 
1 + Gin 
< × (-0.19),  
- n-v+l  
(7 - 3e - 19e -1 + 25e -2) 
and 
19 9 ) 1 - C/n  
1-c In  (1 _ e_ l )  3_e_  ~e + ~e2 ~_ x ( -0 .82) .  11,1 - gl,1 -< 2(n - -v~- l )  n -  v+ 1 
Consequently, we get 
~-" 1 + CIn 
Z Ik ,v< 
-n+l -v  
k=0 
That  is the assertion of this lemma in case j = 0. 
Next we consider the case 1 _< j _< n - v. Making use of Cauchy's inequality, we have 
2 Pn,v+l,k ( j l (n  + 1)) 
Pn,v,k ( j l (n  + 1)) 
f l l (~+l)  f l l (n+l )  2 P~-,,k ( j / (n  + 1) + tl + . . .  iv+l) < (n+l )  v+l  . . .  + 
-- J0 J0 Pn-v+l ,k  ( j / (n  + 1) + tl + . . -  + t , )  
dr1 • • • dtv+ l . 
Write now 
A= ( j / (n+l )+t l+. . .+tv+l )  2 and B= (1 - j / (n+l ) - t l  . . . . .  t~+l) 2 
( j / (n  + 1) +t l  + . . .  +tv) (1 - j / (n  + 1) - tl . . . . .  t~) 
Then, 
2 (n+l)t,,~_l 
(A + B) ~ _< e~20/(~+l)+tl+'"+t,,) .  (3.23) 
Hence, using Taylor's formula, one gets 
(n+l)h~+l 4n 
(A + B) n <- / O k  (~+l)h~¢ 1 4n 
/1+' /e  n+l -x  - -  <_j<n-v ,  \ n] ' 5 --  
(3.24) 
where x = j + (n + 1)(tl + . . .  + tv). Using these estimates, we obtain 
1 1 n- -V  
k=0 J0  J0  k=0 
1 1 
n-v+ l Jo J0 
(nkV) Ak B n-k-È dr1"" dtv+l 
( n - v + 1--~ -+ -~) -~ - - - -~  ~ "1") -- ~1--- . . . .  tv ) 
(Au + B) n-" 
1 - j / (n  + 1) - t l  . . . . .  tv 
du dr1 "'" dry. 
Writing Au + B = A + B - (1 - u)A and using (3.23), we deduce for 
n- -V  
k----0 
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s. < [ 
n-v+1 Jo Jo Jo 
e-(1-u)A(n+l) 
X 
1 - j / (n  + 1) - t l  . . . . .  t .  
(n+l)t~+x 
e~2(i/(n+ l)+t~+'''+t~) du dr1 " "  dtv+ l. 
Calculating the integral with respect o u and then taking ui = (n + 1)t~, i = 1 , . . . ,  v + 1, we get 
for y = j + ul + .. " + uv 
2 
l+C/n  1 1 ye  v ( l -e -  ~, ) 4n 
. , .  
sv < n+l - i -v  (~7u-7~1) 2 d~,. .d~v+l,  1 <y < y ,  
- -  2 
~v+l  
l+C/n  / O' /01 en+l-y 4n : . . .  dul . . .duv+l ,  - -  < J < n - v. 
3 n+l  -y  5 - - 
In what follows, we shall use Lemma 3.2 to estimate these integrals. Now if j = 1 and v = 1 
then by (3.6) of Lemma 3.2 
y~ _rk,, <_ 1 + 2(n -  1) 
k=O 
If 1 < j <_ 4n/5 and 1 < v < 4, we consider the function 
/o l /o  I j+t+t l  t~ 
g(t) := (j + t + t l  + t2) 2 eJ+t+ta dti dr2. 
As g'(t) <_ O, t >_ 0; we have J ( t )  <_ J(0) and, by (3.7) in Lemma 3.2, J(0) _< 1/(9+1). Therefore, 
U2+l 
• .. (y -~- Uv+I)2 1 -- e Y du , . . ,  dUv+l ~_ j + 1" 
In case j = 1 and 2 < v < 4, the above estimate still holds due to (3•5)• 
It remains to show the case 4n/5 < j < n - v. We have by using (3.8) 
/olZ1 o+1  
• .. dUl • "dUv+l 
n+l  -y  
u~+* 
/01 /01 en+l--j-v+ul+'"+u" 
n+ 1 - j  -v+ux +. . .  +uv  
du l . . .dUv+l  
n+l - j -v"  
Lemma 3.4 follows from these estimates. | 
The following inequality is analogous to the estimation of the moments of Bernstein polynomials 
(see [10]). 
LEMMA 3.5• There exist constants Ci,: which depend only on i , j  such that for N < Cn 
LN N I .,J ((" - x)', x) J < c,,j ~(~) + (3.25) 
PROOF. Write Tnd,r(x) = Lnd((" - x ) r ,x )  • We have 
T~,j, ,(x) < C,  j + , 
- , \~  0 < u < v. (3.26) 
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In fact, using (3.13) and the estimates for the moments of Bernstein polynomials, we have (3.26) 
for v = 0. On the other hand, the yth derivative of L,,j(f) is an operator of the same type 
with(n-~+1)~~~(n-j+1-v)~~‘“~‘~~~~~’”~1f~V~(k/(n+1)+t~+...t,)dt~~~~dt,and 
p,_y,j,k(z) in place of f(k/(n + 1)) and P,,~,~(z), respectively. This implies that by the binomial 
formula, namely 
(t - x)” = k (:> (t - U)“(U - xy-fi, 
p=o 
one has 
Combining this with (3.26) for v = 0, we get (3.26) for all 0 5 v 5 7. 
We verify (3.25) by induction. Applying (3.13) and by the above consideration, one can easily 
get (3.25) for i = 1,2. Supposing now that (3.25) holds for all i I k - 1, we have, with a special 
choice of u in the above binomial formula, 
Ln”,j cc -x)kJ) = 5 (;)Ly (T,,jJ.)(. - +Jx) ( 
p=o 
We notice that, by the definition of L,,j, T,,j+(t) is a polynomial of t with degree p. By the 
Taylor expansion of Tn,j,p(t) at x, we get then 
(3.27) 
Furthermore, as in case v = 1-1 - 1 T(‘.-l) 7 n,~,~ is a linear function, it follows from (3.26) that 
IT(‘.-‘)(s)l 5 C. %J>P 3,LJn -l. Thus, 
with I&j,kl 5 Cj,kn-‘. 
Denote the second sum of (3.27) by ~~,~,lc_1,~-1(x). Then the induction assumption, (3.26) 
and the above consideration imply 
IYn,j,k-l,N-1(2)/ 5 cj,k-1 
Hence, recursively we get 
L& ((. - x)k,xj = (1 + &,j,k)LEll ((. - 41c? 4 + -h,j.k--1Jf&) 
N-2 
(3.28) 
= (1 + bn,j,k)N-lLn,j ((’ - z)‘lz) + F. (1 + Pn,3,k)“3n,3.k-l.N-l-~(x). 
NOW as N < Cn, (1 + Cjn-l)N I C,!, the assertion follows from (3.26) and (3.28). I 
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The following lemma is an analogue of Lemma 3.5 of [2]. Its proof is also the same as in [2]. 
LEMMA 3.6. For v = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 0 < j _< n - v - 1 
( (n + 1) P~,v,k ( j / (n  + 1) + t) dt <C n-2( j+l ) 
,---" n - - -v  + 2 k=0 Pn,~,k ( j / (n  + 1)) - " 
4. PROOF OF  THEOREM 3.1 
Before proving Theorem 3.1, we verify some identities and inequalities. Following the notations 
in Section 3, we define for v = 1,2 , . . .  , i = M0, . . .  ,M  
n(n-  11...  (n -  v + 2) 
an,v := (n + 1) v-1 
and 
a M- i  M-1 ( k~q_ i 
tt=i 
M-1 with the understanding H/~=M ~-~ 1. We also define the following quantities: 
l;,v . -  
f 
l/(n+l) 
(n - v + 1) P'~,v,~j (k j+ l / (n  + 1) + t) dt 
J0 
Pn,v,kj (k j+ l / (n  + 1)) 
and 
lj,v := 
(n - v ÷ 1)pn,v+l,kj (k j+ l l (n  ÷ 1)) 
(n + 1) pn,.,kj (k j+ l / (n  + 11) 
with j = M0, . . . ,  M - 1. ~r thermore ,  
qM- l ,v :=l*M_l ,v ,  q j ,v := l j ,v l j+ l ,v ' " IM- l ,v ,  j = Mo . . . .  ,M-2  
and 
M-1 
qkMo,...,k~1,v = ~.~ qj,v. 
j = lVI o 
The reader should note that  by the definition of the fundamental functions of the Bernstein 
polynomials (see Section 1 / all quantities above are well defined. Moreover, one has ljm = 0 if 
kj >_ n - v + 1. With these notations, we have the following basic identity: for f E CV-l[O, 1] 
and 1 < j < N - 1, there holds 
.-v+l .-v+l (n+l) !  
(KNf )  ( ' )=  E " '"  E (n - - -v+l ) !  
kl--0 kN=0 
re,-+, r ,,o+,., ) X . . . (v - l )  7 "~- el q- "'" q- tv dtl  • "" dtvpkl k~,vqj,v. 
J0 Jo 
(4.1) 
In fact, for the fundamental functions of the Bernstein polynomials, we have (see [10]) 
pln,k(X) = n(pn- l , k - l (X )  -- pn - l , k (x l ) .  (4.2/ 
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Using this and Abel's transformation, we get 
(Knf)(v_l) = (n + 1)! 
(n - v + 1)! 
~-.+lfv(~+l) fl/(~+:) ( k 
x ~ ...  f ( . -1) 
k=0 Jo Jo (n ~- 1) 
+ tl + ... + tv) dtl ... dtvpn-v+l,k(X). 
N-1  Applying this formula to K~ f , . . . ,  Kn f  instead of the function f there and working out, we 
deduce 
.-v+l n~2.~+1 (n + 1)! 
(KN f ) ( . - I )  N-I k~l . 0 ... 
= ~,v (~= ~Ti )~ = kN=O 
X fl/(n+l) /1/(n+l) ( klTt-~-£ ) 
... f(v-1) _-77-: + tl + ' "  + tv dtl ...dtvpn_v+l kN dO dO 
tt=l 
We then take derivatives on both sides of the above. Now consider the terms of the right side. 
Those which depend on kN axe of course 
P~--.+I,kN (X);~,. ,kN-,  ~---f-f • 
Hence, by (4.2) and the Abel transformation with respect o kN, these terms change to 
r (n--v+l)pn_v,kN(Z) dO Pn,v,kN-1 ~ + t dt = Pn--v,kN(Z)Pn,v,kN_l ~ qY--l,v. 
In other words, (4.1) holds for j = N - 1. Let us deal next with the general case. Suppose we 
have proved (4.1) for j = #. In order to show the case j = # - 1, we note that (4.2) and the Abel 
transformation imply in our notations 
r , ) g pn,.,k(x + t) dt = k 
k=0 dO k=0 
n- -v+1 
n+l  Pn,,+l,k(X). 
That is g(k/n + 1) replaced by 
and 
o 1/(n+ll ffn,~,k(x + t) dt 
by 
n-v+1 
n + 1 un,v+l,k~xj, 
respectively. Now we observe that the expression Pkl ..... kN (x)q~,, has only the factor 
P~,v,k,_, ~ P,~,v,k, \ n + 1 ] l*~ 
=Pn,v,k,._l ~ (n - -v+l )  J0 ffn,v,k, \n+l  +t dt 
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depending on k~. Thus, the Abel transformation with respect o k~ is simply to replace 
and 
(n - v + 1)pm,,k,,_ ~ ~ by 
j~0 l/(n-~l) (kp,-t-1) 
P~,.,k. \n+l  + t dt 
respectively, and therefore 
k, Pn,v,k,,-l(-~'~)Pn,v,k~, (k~+l'~'\-~'~,] lt  by
f l / (n+l) P ' (  ku )n ,v ,k , . _~ n -e l  ----:-7, + t dt JO 
by n-v+l  ( ktt+l x~ 
n+l  P.~,v+l,k. \ n + l J ' 
-£T-f pn,v,k. \n+ 
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Moreover, by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.6, 
n-v+l n-v+l 
E "" E Pk~ ..... kN,v(X)q~2,, <--Cvn~-2(x), 
kl=0 kN=0 
and by the definition of qj,v 
n--v+l n-v+l 
E "'" E Pkx ..... kN,v(X)qa,vqt,v =0, 
kl=0 kN=O 
Thus, for 1 < v < 4, 
n-v+1 n-v+1 
n-v+l n-v+1 (12 q- 1)! 
(N -1) (KNf )  (v)= E "'" E (n -v+l ) !  
kl=0 kN=0 
fl/(n+l) fl/(n+l) ( ]~_~_~] ) 
× . . .  / (v- l)  + tt + "" • + t. dr1 ...dt.pk~ ..... kN,~qa~ ..... aN,v. 
JO JO 
(4.3) 
We note that (4.3) is in fact an important step to get the lower estimate for some operators (see 
also [21). 
Under these new notations, Lemma 3.3 means that, for 1 < N <_ Cn and 0 < i < 2v, 
n-v+ l n--v+1 
E.  E kl=0 kN=O 
_~ (k~ +1~ 
\ n -4- 2 ] Pkl ..... kN,v(X) < Cvmin {~-~(x),n i/2 } l n (N  + 1). 
l<v<4;  I<_ j<_N-1 ,  
j • l  j , l= l ,2 , . . . ,N -1 .  
E "'" E X 2 Pkl ..... kN,V()qkl ..... kN,,, <-- CNn~-2(x) • (4.5) 
kl=0 kN=0 
Finally, Lemma 3.5 implies for 1 < N <_ Cn 
. . .  k l  _ ..... k .v(z) _< c ,  . (4.6) 
kl=0 kN=0 n " 
We need some more inequalities. Noticing (KNf) (~-H = 0 if f C Hv-2, we can replace 
f(v-2)(kl/(n + 1) + tl + . . .  + tv) in (4.a) by fkd(n+H+t~+...+t,, f(~_l)(u ) du for any y E [0, 1]. Jy 
(4.4) 
That is nothing but the expression Pk~ ..... kN(x)q~,v of (4.1) changes to Pk~ ..... kr~(x)qu-l,v. 
Thus, (4.1) holds also for j = # - 1. In this way, we get (4.1) for all 1 _< j < N - 1. After we 
proved (4.1), we then take the sum on the both sides of (4.1) with respect o j = 1 , . . . ,  N - 1 to 
obtain 
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In what follows, we shall take Kgf  in place of f in (4.3) and then substitute the expression of 
(Kgf)  (v-l) by (4.3), in which 
is replaced by 
f (v -2 ) (n -~ l+t l+. . .+tv -1  ) 
f k,/(n+l)+t,+...+t,,_~ f(v- )(u) du. 
In this way, we obtain 
(N -  l)2 (K2nlv f) (v) 
[1 / (n+l ) [1 / (n+l )  ( ) 
= a . , .  ... ~ ~ Ik, f('-~) P~,~Q~,.P2,.Q2,.dtl...dtv, (4.7) 
Jo JO 1 2 
~-~n--v+2 ~-,~n-v+2 ~"~n--v-t-1 ~-.,n-v+l where an,v := (n + 1)-.. (n - v + 2), ~ := Z~kl=O "''Z-,kN=0 ' ~ := Z.-kN+I=0''" Z--k~N=0' 
1 2 
Ikl(f(v-1)):----(nq-1) (n v--b 3)[~+"~ [n-'~" [ n+l+uz+'''+u'' . . . . . . .  f(v-1)(Ul) dul "'" duv, 
dO dO ,Ix (kN÷l ) Pl,v :=Pkl ..... kN,V-1 ~"~-~ -{- tl - I- ' '" + tv , Ql,v := qkl ..... kN,v-1, 
P2,v :=PkN+~ ..... k~N,v(X), Q2,v :=qkN+a ..... k=N,v. 
Now we are in the position to prove the following two inequalities: for 0 _< j, 0 < i g 
rain{v- 1,v/2}, 2 < v < 4 and 2 5 N < CN one has 
an,v [1/(,~+1) . .  flln+l n+lk--'L-l-xgPlv'lQl'vl'P2'v'lQ2'vldtl""dtv' 
dO " dO 1 2 
N ~--1 < Cj qo(x) + (x)min{qo-l(x),v/'n}nN(lnN) 1/4, (4.8) 
and 
[1/n+l  [1/n+1 (k~+l~ 
an,v ... Z Z ~-' PI,v'IQI,vI'P~,v'IQ~, È[dtl"''dtv 
JO JO 1 2 \ n + l ] 
<_ Cj~-2-i(x)nYlnN. (4.9) 
Indeed, we have 
n÷l  
1 2 
- -  - x J Pl.v" [Ql.vl . P2.. .  IQz.vl )1,4 
<-- ~2 nk: l  x4JPI'vP2'v 1/4 ~2 Pl'v'P2'v" IQ2'v}2 
x Pl,v" [Ql,v[ 2. P2,v. IQ2,vl 
To estimate the first factor on the right-hand side of the above, we write 
x4J { ~-~-  n+l  )4 j  I kl < 24J kl (kN + 1 kN + 1 _ \-----7-7-. +t l+ ' . '+tv  + n+l  +t l  n+l  
+'"+tv -X4 J} .  
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Thus, by (4.6) we get 
I k____!__l _ 
E E  n+l  
1 2 
X 4j P l ,vP2 ,v  
~ \-~--~ + tl + . . . + t, + P2,v + + + 
On the other hand, as 
we see the last sum can be estimated by the second term due to (4.6). In short, we obtain 
1 2 
Moreover, (4.5) yields 
~ P~,.. g2,.. [Q2,.I 2 = ~ P2,.. IQ2,=I 2~ CnN~-2(x) 
1 2 2 
and 
an,vf 1/(n+1) ,~01/(n+1) E \ (kN+l -t- 1 ) n-~2 • " Pl,vlQl,,12dtl ". .dry <_ CnN~ -2 
,Io 1 
Using (4.4) and (4.5) again, the last two inequalities imply 
i/(n+l) fl/(n+l) 
an,v "'" E E Pl,v " IQI,vI 2" P2,v " ]Q2,vldtl"" dry 
dO dO 1 2 
-<CnN(~2 q°-4(kN+l+l n-~2 P2,v) l/2 (~2 P2'v'Q2'~'2) 1/2 
<_ C~-l(x)min {~-2(x),n} (nN)3/2(lnN) U2. 
The inequality (4.8) follows from these estimates. (4.9) can be verified in the same way. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.1. First we prove (3.2) and (3.3). 
PROOF OF (3.2) AND (3.3). Both inequalities follow from the three inequalities below: for 
2 <__ N < Cn, one has 
/ - - - . -  
< c  1(3) <NlnN, (4.10) ~2 
N .(3) < ~--~ In N, Iqo(g n ] )  p -C  ](2) p__n  (4.11) 
and, for j = 2, 3, 4, 
n (gg f) (j) p<~ C f(j-1)p--~lnN. (4.12) 
In fact, if they are valid, then, e.g., to prove (3.2), we may use (4.10) for g2ngf instead of f 
and use (4.11) for KnNf, and finally (4.12). In this way, we get (3.2) for 3N, which obviously 
implies (3.2) for any 2 < N < Cn. 
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All three inequalities can be deduced by using (4.3)-(4.9). Here we verify only the most complex 
one, namely, (4.10). Furthermore, it is enough to prove it for p = 1 and p = 00 in view of the 
Riesz-Thorin theorem (see [ll]), since the operator defined by 
L p3’) := (p2 (K,Nf)(4) 
is linear in (pf13). 
To show (4.10) in case p = 00 we employ (4.3) with 21 = 4 to get 
To estimate the last sum, we use Cauchy’s inequality, (4.4) and (4.5) to obtain 
kg...gP-l(g pk, ,..., kN,41qkl ,..., kN,41 I Cv-2(x)(nNlnN)1/2. 
1 N 
Thus, 
N I(K,Nf)(4)1 < C IJvf(3)lla cp-2(z)(nNlnN)1/2, 
which proves (4.10) in case p = co. 
Of course, the more complicated case is p = 1. We use the approach first used in [12]. Its 
modification was also used to give estimates for other operators (see [4]). What we apply here is 
essentially the modified form from [4, p. 146-1471. 
We define 
F(1,x) := u : Iu - XI I (1 + 1) G(Z, u) := {x : x E [0, 11, u E F(Z, z)}. 
Thus, if /cl satisfies 
then for 1k1(f(3)) of (4.7) one has 
Ik, (P) I c (v-1 (S) +P-7x)) 1 v(u) Ip( du. 
F(b) 
Next we divide CL;=‘, according to (4.13). We obtain 
c c Ik (f3’) pl,4 * IQ1941 * p2,4. iQ2.41 i $ & 
1 2 
/- (P(U) jf’3’(u)j du 
F(b) 
p1.4 ’ 19~41 . p2,4 . lQz,4(. 
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It follows from (4.8) and (4.9) that 
an,4 fl/(n+l) f 1/(n+1) ( (~1-'1-1~ ) 
,o "" ,o EX: 2 \n+2] + (z) 
[,--~- ~(~) + 
Therefore, we get by (4.7) 
[ ~ 1 f f(3)(u) N 2 (K2Nf(x)) (4) <_ C E (l + 1) 6 qo(u) du~-3(x)nNlnN. 
/=0 F(l,z) 
Finally, using the estimate in [4, p. 147], we obtain 
n lnN~- ' l fo l f (3 )  f [  ( )  < c - -  ~,(u) (u), ~02 -K2N f-(4) i g l=o (l + 1) 6 
a(~,~) 
~of(3) 1 < C (ln N) . 
~- 1 (X) dz du 
This completes the proof of (4.10) in case p = 1. 
PROOF OF (3.1). Straightforward calculation shows that for f E I1,~, 
1 KnP(D)f(2) + P(D)Knf  - KnP(D)f  = 12(n + 1) 2 
{( ) (  )} +(n+l )  E A:/(n+l) ~2 k k 
(4.14) 
where 
R,~(t) : (n+ 1) 2 f l / (n+,) f , / ( ,~+,) f t+t~-t~(t  +t l - t2 -u )2 f (4 ) (u )dudt ,  dt2 • 
2 JO ,10 Jt 
Using (2.15) we deduce from (4.14) that 
]I~2(p(D)Knf - Kn(P(D)f)"J]p + II(P(D)Knf - KnP(D)f)'[[p ~_ CO,,,.(f) 
and ~n,p(K~nf) < Cj@n,p(f). Thus for a polynomial f
[[p2(D)KN f - P(D)KN p(D)flIp 
N-1 
<-E 
j=O 
(4.15) 
liP(D) {K~P(D)KN- J f  KJ+I N-3 - ,  -- n P(D)K~ f}llp <- CN'~n,p(f). 
Replacing f in (4.14) by KN-v- I (P(D)f )  and using (2.15) again we obtain for 1 < j < N - 1 
[IP(D)KN p(D) f  - KN-3 p(D)K~P(D)fllp 
N-I-j 
< E II K~P(D)KN-vP(D) f -  ~+1 g-~- i  _ K,  P(D)K~ P(D)fll p <_ CN'~n,p(f). 
v=O 
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Thus, it follows from the above two inequalities that 
p2(D)g~f - 1 ~ /C~-SP(D)g,~p(D)y __ CNO,,p(f). 
j=l 
P 
Therefore, in order to complete the proof of (3.1) we need to verify 
~I  KN-Sp(D)KJ f < cnvrNIIfllp. 
j=l  
P 
Recalling the definition of the iterates of Kn, we deduce with 
f 
l /(n+l) 
(n + 1) P(D)pn,kj (ks+l/(n +1)+ t) dt 
.10 lj :---- Pn,l,k~ (kj+l/(n + 1)) 
and Z := E~l=0 EL=0, 
N-1 N-1 fl/(n+l) ( kl ) 
Z KnN-JP(D)K~nf=E (n+l) f -~--~-{-t dtpkl ..... kN,i 
5---1 Jo 5= 1 
(4.16) 
ts. (4.17) 
k~2=O "''~-~pk~ kN=O ..... kN ' l~ l l5  j=l 1 ~ CVF'~' 
k~l=O "'" ~-~ pklkN=O ..... kN'l ~1 ljj=l °° ~- CV/-~n" 
As the proofs of the two inequalities are analogous, 
namely (4.18). Cauchy's inequality implies 
(4.18) 
we show here the more difficult one, 
~--,115 1 [N-1 ~2 1/2 
k2=o'" ~ ~ Pkl ..... kN,1 1 --< (~---~--i-)1/2 k2=0 ~ "'" ~ Pkl ..... kN,11j~= 1 lj) , 
kN=O 5=1 kN=O 1 
as 
k2=~o " ' 'n  ~ Pkl ..... kN,1 = 
1.  
kN=0 1 n + 1 
On the other hand, it is not hard to see that 
f01 k2=0 kN=O 
We obtain 
• "" Pkl ..... kN,1 lj 
k2=0 kN =0 \ j----1 
n n 
~... ~ pkl ..... kN,1lst, dx=O, i~ j .  
1 = 
j=l (£2o/o  .... ) • Pka.. kN 112dx . 
and 
The Riesz-Thorin theorem shows that to verify (4.16) for all 1 _< p _< oo it is enough to do this 
for p = 1 and p = oo. By (4.17) it suffices to verify 
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To complete the proof, it is therefore sufficient o show that the sum in parentheses of the 
right-hand side of the above is not larger than Cn. To this end, we simplify this sum using 
fo pn,k(t) dt = (n + 1) -1. We see that all we need is to verify, for 0 < I <: n, 
(n + 1) 2 P(D)pn,I (k/(n + 1) + t) dt 
k=~o Pn,l,l (k/(n + 1)) 
< Cn 2 . 
n- -1  But this is almost immediate if we divide this sum into ~k=l  and the remaining part and use 
the expression of P(D)pn,k(t) for the first one and some direct calculations for the remaining 
part. | 
5. THE PROOFS OF  THEOREMS 1.1 AND 1.2 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. The upper estimate follows from Theorem 2.2 and the definition of 
the K-functional. 
After proving Theorem 3.1, the lower estimate is not too difficult to obtain. We notice that by 
the definition of our K-functional one has 
(f, n-1/2) <- IIf - KnfHp -t- -1 HP(D ) KnfHp. (5.1) K 
p n 
Thus, all we have to do is to show that there exists a positive constant C such that for all 
n = 1, 2, . . .  
1 
- l lP(D)Knfl lp <_ CHf  - K,~fllp. (5.2) 
n 
For this purpose, we prove next the following two inequalities: for n _> N' one has 
_ C ~4(Knf)(4) p 1 [ip(D)gnf[ip <_ C[[f - KnfHp + -~ (5.3) 
n 
and 
1 C qoS(Knf)(5 ) p" n3/2 II~o(P(D)Knf)'[[p <_ CIIf - Knf[[p + ~ (5.4) 
To verify (5.3), we note that by using Lemma 2.1 (see (2.1)) we get with g = K,~f 
1 { (Knf)(2) p } 2(n + 1) IIP(D)Knfllp ~ Hf - Knf]Ip + C qo4(gnf) (4) p -F -F HKnfIIp n -2. 
Now, if 1 < p < oo, then (see [4, p. 135]) 
lg"11, --- c { + llgll,}. 
I fp  = oo, then by (3.3) of Theorem 3.1 for n >_ N (note II(Knf)'lI~ < CHP(D)K,~flIoo) 
1 (KNf),,oo 1 (K,j)(2) ~ < 1 (Knf  - KNf )  '' ~ + -~ 
n ~ --~ 
ClnN 
Cgllf - Knfllc~ + ~ tlP(D)Knflloo. 
Hence, in all cases, we get for proper N' fixed and n > N' 
1 { ~o4(K,~f)(4) " } 2(n + 1) lIP(D)gnfllP <- C]lf - gnfllp + C + Ilg,~fllp n -2. (5.5) 
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As Kn( f  - a) = Kn( f )  - a for any constant a, one can replace IIKnfllp in (5.5) by II(Knf)'llp. 
But since Knf  E l'In we have (see [4, p. 91]) 
II(gnf)'llp <_ C[[(g,~f)'][L~tl/n~,l-1/,~]. 
Hence, for F := (~o2(Knf)') ' one gets 
II(K,~f)'IILp[1/,~2,1_l/,~2] <_ ClnnllFIIp = Clnnl lP(D)Knf l lp.  
Combining this with (5.5) we get (5.3). The proof of (5.4) is similar to the proof of (5.3). The 
only difference is instead of using (2.1) there we shall use (2.2). 
In what follows, we shall verify (5.2) for large n. More clearly, we will show that there exist 
C and No so that for all n _> No one has (5.2). We consider the last term of (5.3). Using (2.15) 
and (2.16) this can be estimated in the following way: 
1 ~o4(gnf) (4) p < CY l l f  - Knfllp + Cn-3/2 ~o (P(D)KN+3f)  ' p -~ 
and using (5.4) and (2.17) one also has 
1 ¢p(p(D)KN+3f) ,  p C n3/2 <_ Cllf - gnfHp ÷ -~ ItP (D)KZ÷lfllp 
Now it follows from (5.3) and the above that 
_ C Hpe(D)Kg+lfllp. (5.6) 1 [[P(D)Knf[lp <_ CY l l f  - Knfllp + 
n 
We then estimate the last term of (5.6) by using (3.1) to obtain 
C []p2(D)KN+Xf]l p < C CN¢n,p(Knf). -~ _ ~ [[P(D)Knf[[p + n-- T" 
Thus for N large enough such that C/v /N  < 1/8 (say N = N"), we obtain from (5.6) and the 
last inequality that for n _> max{N', N"} =: No 
1_[IP(D)Knfilp < CNo [if - Knfllp + CNo ¢bn,p(Knf). (5.7) 
n - -  n 2 
Thus, we must show that 
n-2¢ , ,p (Knf )  < viii - Knfllp. 
Recalling the definition of ~n,p (see the definition in Theorem 3.1), we have to verify 
n -3 ¢p2(gnf)(4) p + n -4 (Knf)  (4) p ÷ n-411(K,~f)'llp <_ cIIf- Knfllp. 
To this end, we write Knf  as a sum of terms of the form K~f  - K~+l f  with i _< n and apply (3.2) 
of Theorem 3.1 to obtain 
¢p2(Knf)(4) p <- Cn3llf - Knfllp + C(lnn)3nl/2ll(K,~Y)'llp. (5.8) 
Similarly applying (3.3) of Theorem 3.1 one gets 
(gn f )  (4) p < Cnallf - g,,fllp + C(lnn)3nZ/2ll(g,.,f)'llr,. (5.9) 
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Hence, in order to complete the proof in case n _> No, it remains to verify 
n-Sl2(lnn)31i(Knf)'llp < CIIf - Knfllp. (5.10) 
The following fact can be easily verified: 
(K,J) I1<~ -< Cn \ - f f - -~) I l f l l~ ,  vi >_ 1, (5.11) 
On the other hand, (2.15) implies (choose i = T = 1 there) 
(gn f  - g2s)  ' p < Chili- gnfl lp and (g~f ) '  1 ~ CnllSlll. 
By the first inequality, it is clear that we need only to prove (5.10) for Kn a on the left-hand side 
instead of Kn there. Moreover, using (5.11) and the last inequality, we have via the Riesz-Thorin 
Theorem, for 1 < p < co, 
n ~ i(1-- l/p) 
(K4 f) ' p < Cn ~-~ \-~---~-~ ] I IKnf-  s~Yll ~ 
i=2  
Cn < 
- 1 - (n / (n  + 1)) 1-1/p Ilf - K,~/ l lp ,  
which obviously implies (5.10) in case p > 3/2. If 1 < p < 3/2, then since IIKnflloo _< Cnllfllp, 
using the above estimate we have 
(K4S)' p < (K4f)'  3/2 < Cn2 IIKnf - K~flI~/~ 
< Cn211f  - KoSll  I IK-S - K Slloo  
< Cn ~+w~l<~/~-Èl IIS - K ,d l l , ,  
which implies (5.10) in case 1 < p < 3/2 as 3 - 2p/3 < 5/2. 
Next we deal with the case 1 < p < co and 1 < n < No. Obviously, by (2.15), one has 
qa2(g3s)" p < Cv/-n ¢p (g2nf) ' p < Cn (g2 f) ' oo' 
and therefore 
IIP(D)KnflIp <~ Cn l l f -  K,JIIp + HP(D)K3flIp <~ Cn l l f -  KnYllp + Cn (K2f) ' oo" 
Writing K~f  as a sum of terms of the form Ki~+lf - K~f and using (5.11), we get (notice again 
IIKnflloo <_ Cnl l / l lp)  
(K~f)'  oo < Cn ~ ~ NK,,S- K~fjloo <_ Cn2Ngn(f - K,~f)lloo 
i=0 
< Cn311$ - K,,fllp <_ CN~IIf - K,,Yllp. 
Hence, (5.2) holds. The proof is complete. II 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. We have, for 1 < p < co and arbitrary g e C2[0, 1], 
IIP(D)gllp '~ ]l~p2g"Np + IIg'llp. (5.12) 
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On the other hand (see [4, p. 135]), for any constant c, 
lig'JJp -< c (JJ  g"i% + llg- oH.). 
Thus, 
lJ:-,,. _< c {Ji:-  JJ. +," 
We get, by using the equivalence of the modulus of smoothness and the K-functional, 
K(y , t )p  < C {w~(f,t)~ + t2E0( ] ) ,} .  
But, in case 1 < p < oo, 
l]~2g"iip < CIIP(D)glIp, Jig'Bin < CIIP(D)glip. 
Therefore, again using the equivalence of the modulus of smoothness and the K-functional, we 
obtain 
w2(f,t)p <_ CK(f,t)p, w(f, t2)p <_ CK(f,t)p. 
Obviously, 
Eo(f)p < C w(f, 1)p < C w(:, t2)p." 
- 1 - -  t 2 
Hence in the case 1 < p < oo there also holds 
w~(f, t)p + t2Eo(f)p < CK(f,  t)p. 
For p = 00, we get from the above 
w~(f, t )~  + w(f, t2)c~ < CK(f,  t)oo. 
On the other hand, 
K(f,t)~ < Cinf  {I l l  - gl l~ + t2 rl  g"ll  + t2llg'l l~} .
For some n ~ t -2 choosing g = Bn(f) (the Bernstein polynomial of f) ,  we get for arbitrary 
h e C 1 [0, 1] 
g( f ,  t)oo < C (w~(:, t)c~ + t211S'fll~) 
+ t IIB~(f - h) + B ' (h) [ l~)  _< C (w~ (f, t)c~ 2 , 
<_ C (w~( f , t )~ + t2nllf - hl l~ + t211h'llc~) •
Here in the first inequality, we have used (1.1) and in the last step the simple facts: II(B~f)'ll -< 
Ilf'll and I I (B J ) ' I I  _< 2nllfll. Taking the infimum over h E C1[0, 1], we get 
K(f,  t)~ < C (w2~(S, t)oo + w (f, t2 )~) .  
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is thus complete, i 
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